
 Powerful building analytics and reporting software you
can connect, configure and use all in a single day

Analytics are complex, but that
doesn't mean they have to be hard

We have the proof



Real-time fault
detection and alerts

FIND

Automated Building
Configuration

Deep-dive equipment
performance analytics

UNDERSTAND

On-demand reports
with root cause analysis

RESOLVE

Create secure cloud
connector

CONNECT

Bulk map equipment
points

MAP

Bulk tag equipment
and points

TAG

Bulk apply hundreds
of predefined rules

APPLY TRACK
Prioritized action 
items

Real-time Data
And Reports

Rapid Time to Value

With Resolute, you can connect your buildings in
minutes if not seconds, configure your buildings in
hours instead of weeks or months and begin using
data-driven insights, accurate root-cause analysis
and on-demand reports to begin improving the
performance of your buildings Day-One.

Connect. Configure. Use. 
All in A Single Day

Two apps working seamlessly as one

Total Cost of Ownership
Easier is just one of the
things that sets us apart

Easier matters, because
harder is expensive
When evaluating the cost of purchasing any business
software solution, it's critical to factor in all the components
and associated costs needed to effectively use that solution
over time, paying particular attention to implementation
effort, which often doubles, triples or even quadruples the
"real" cost of the solution while tying up key, revenue-driving
resources for an extended period of time.



Supported Niagara Platforms

Tridium Niagara-AX Supervisor (3.8 and above)
Tridium Niagara-AX Supervisor (4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8)
Tridium Niagara-AX/N4
JACES (J-600, J600-E, J700, J8000)

Windows 7 Home/Pro, Windows
10 Home/Pro

Supported Operating Systems Supported Browsers
Chrome, Firefox, MS Edge,
Opera, Safari

No more flying blind. With remote access, you enjoy complete visibility
into the performance of all your buildings without ever leaving your office. 

Smarter buildings need smarter solutions
Resolute for Niagara
Leveraging the Niagara open-source
connectivity protocol, our solution allows you
to connect directly to the Resolute Cloud™
from your Niagara instance—regardless of
brand—without the need for additional
devices, lowering costs, minimizing integration
complexity and accelerating time-to-value.

Through revolutionary cloud-to-cloud
integration technology and patent-pending
building configuration functionality, buildings
utilizing the KMC Commander™ IoT platform
can be connected in seconds and setup
quickly with data-driven performance
insights available for use by day's end.

Resolute for KMC



Root-Cause Analysis
Our reports include accurate root-cause analysis
for every flagged equipment problem. 

Automated Report Emailing
Automatically receive emailed reports weekly
or monthly based on your preference.

Rapid Issue Identification
Scoring and color-coding helps you quickly see and
prioritize the most urgent equipment issues.

Know Before You Go
Use reports to identify and prioritize equipment
performance issues before the trucks roll. 

Our software is always working, so your reports are
up-to-date and ready to go when you need them.

On-Demand Access Share & Prove Your Value
Share results and quantify the value you deliver to
your customers, using your company's branding.   

Our automated, on-demand building-performance reports and scorecards identify the exact source of
performance problems, eliminating the need for time-consuming, inefficient and expensive troubleshooting
while helping you discover new opportunities to deliver quantifiable value to your customers.
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Reports that turn data into answers



AHU / RTU

32 points
that 

run 44 rules

BOILER

6 points
that 

run 11 rules

CHILLED WATER

9 points
that 

run 12 rules

COOLING TOWER

5 points 
that 

run 5 rules

FCU

2 points 
that 

run 1 rule

METERS

3 points 
that 

run 6 rules

VAV

13 points
that 

run 12 rules

Building Static Pressure
Cooling Command
Damper Position
Discharge Fan Command (single or common)
Discharge Fan Frequency (single or common)
Discharge Fan Speed (single or common)
Discharge Fan Status (single or common)
Discharge Air Flow
Discharge Humidity
Discharge Pressure
Discharge Pressure Setpoint
Discharge Air Temperature
Discharge Temp Setpoint
Exhaust Air Flow
Heating Command
Mixed Air Temp
Occupied Cooling Setpoint
Occupied Heating Setpoint
Occupied Mode
Outside Air Damper Command (open/closed)
Outside Air Damper Min. Pos. Setpoint
Outside Air Flow
Outside Air Flow Min. Setpoint
Outside Air Humidity
Outside Air Temperature
Return Air Flow
Return Air Humidity
Return Air Pressure
Return Air Temp
Zone Humidity
Zone Pressure
Zone Temperature

AHU / RTU
Boiler Command
Boiler Leaving Setpoint
Boiler Status
Entering Water Temperature
Heating Command
Leaving Water Temperature

Boiler

Chiller Command
Chiller Status
Chilled Water Setpoint
Chilled Water Entering  Temperature
Chilled Water Leaving  Temperature
Condenser Water Entering  Temperature
Condenser Water Leaving  Temperature
Enable Command
Sump Temperature

Chilled Water

Condenser Water Circ. Pump Status
Condenser Water Entering  Temperature
Condenser Water Leaving  Temperature
Enable Command
Sump Temperature

Cooling Tower

VAV
Damper Position
Discharge Air Fan Status
Discharge Air Flow
Discharge Air Flow Setpoint
Discharge Air Temperature
Occupied Cooling Setpoint
Occupied Heating Setpoint
Occupied Mode
Reheat Command
Return Air Flow
Zone Humidity 
Zone Temperature
Zone Temperature Deviation

Domestic Water Vol. Tot. (accum.)
Energy Tot. (accum.)
Gas Volume Tot. (accum.)

Meters

Cooling Command
Heating Command

FCU

You shouldn't have to write the rules that
make the analytics work. That's our job.

Quickly map the following key points into Resolute Synergy™—our patent-pending building configuration tool—and apply
our library of hundreds of pre-defined analytics rules (based on ASHRAE 90.1 and ASHRAE High Performance standards)
to thousands of pieces of equipment in just a few clicks.

Points-to-Rules Summary

Our rules feed the
reports that help you get

important things done

Change the variables for any rule to suit your specific requirements
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Resolute was founded by tech-industry veterans
with extensive experience developing big-data,
cloud-based software solutions for large
enterprise customers across multiple verticals
such as real estate, banking, transportation,
manufacturing and others. In short, we are big-
data, software experts. The Resolute technology
team includes highly skilled software developers,
energy engineers, system integrators and
analytics experts. This unique blend of talent
comprises the core competencies, skills and
experience needed to build an innovative and
intuitive analytics solution powerful enough to
competently address today's building-
performance challenges while helping you take
your business to the next level.

About Resolute
Our agile software development process affords
us a great deal of flexibility in the functionality we
add to our software while significantly
accelerating the delivery of this functionality to
customers and the market in general. In fact,
while competitors often take months or even
years to release new versions of their software,
we typically release new product capabilities
every two weeks. And, as our software is securely
hosted in the Cloud, this new functionality is
seamlessly and immediately available to our
customers, delivering continuous and enhanced
value. Additionally, we continually leverage
feedback, requirements and direction from our
in-house engineers and customers to strengthen
our product and the value it delivers.

About Our Approach

Our Commitment to Security
Resolute is SOC 2 Compliant—the gold standard of data security. This means we take the security of

your data and your customers' data as seriously as you do. 


